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ABSTRACT

The present chapter focuses on the impact of COVID-19 on the activities of academics and research. The emergence of sudden pandemic outbreak of COVID-19, there has been completely paralysis of worlds activities. Majority of academic institutions are working online and research institutions are partially shut down in order to prevent the infections among the colleagues and workers. Keeping these points, the present chapter is designed to report the impact of COVID-19 and their influences.

1. Introduction

College campuses and universities are the places where a student lives and studies within close proximity of one another. These are also the buzzing hubs of a culture where the students have been brought together from different nations all across the globe (Surveying the impact of COVID-19 on Africa's higher education and research sector, 2020). As of recent times, the foundation of such a unique ecosystem has been impacted severely by that of the rapidly spreading COVID-19 or novel Coronavirus. This has created a lot of uncertainty in regards to that of the repercussions on higher education. It has severely propelled research however in regards to coming up with a vaccine that can cure the disease. In the past couple of months, officials in relation to education are being forced to be cancelling their classes and closing the campus doors all over the world as a
response to that of the growth in the outbreak of Coronavirus. Additionally in institutes of the U.S classes are being switched to being online in order to catch up with the learning (The impact of COVID-19 on student achievement and what it may mean for educators, 2020). The students are heartbroken over their spring breaks and trips getting cancelled as the students who are currently students in South Korea, China and Italy have been officially requested to be going back home for the completion of their studies. There are tremendous closures of classes along with dips in the enrollment, from that of the beginning of the brand new semester. The cancellations could be temporary and it is very hard to be able to foresee if the Coronavirus breakout will be resulting in a long-term inconvenience for that of the system of education. Impact on education also makes a huge impact on the economy and this is the main concern for this sector. They are wondering as to what will be the rate at which international students who consist of the markets of higher education that is domestic. Speaking of America alone, there are Chinese students who make up about 33.7 per cent of that of the foreign body of students along with 18.4 per cent of Indian students. There are serious travel restrictions from and to that of China which are helpful in the slowdown of the spreading of the disease leaving the foreign students to be stranded. As per the Institute of International Education (IIE), there are surveys being conducted that state that about 830 of the Chinese students have not had the chance to go back to America in order to attain their degree. This is, however, a very small number. The economic downturn that is inevitable intensifies if the number keeps increasing. The question that comes up is for what length of time this will go on and it remains unanswered. The restrictions are making sure that the economic downturn is called out to be the fault of America once it starts to happen. It is a lot of trouble retaining enrollment of student program while providing accessibility to the students in the wake of this crisis [1-3].

Online learning has been maximized keeping in mind the pandemic restrictions by most of the education institutes. One of the most effective tools for keeping a high rate of student retention along with the maintenance of access to learning has seen to be that of an online course. There are universities all over the U.S, particularly who have been able
to adjust their programs as a response to that of the spread of Coronavirus. The University of Stanford has cancelled the remnants of the 2 weeks of lectures to be held in classes encouraging the professors to be moving the remainder of the lessons online. The Washington University has announced a campus-wide ban on the classes to be held on campus until spring break is officially over and the staff members have been diagnosed with the disease in the past week. There are also other universities like the Hofstra University in New York, Princeton University in New Jersey along with Seattle University who has started making a move by shifting to that of virtual classes.

There is a maximum of colleges along with universities all around the world who have integrated one or the other form of education online into that of their coursework while having moved all the programs online is definitely a matter of feasibility and a challenge. There are some universities that have already online systems which are very strong but smaller universities are struggling to meet the need of the hour and succumbing to pressure [4]. The course creators of a university have to be working closely with that of their IT facilities so as to ensure that their programs can be supported virtually or online. There is one university that has currently undertaken all of the measures in Southern California and that is their bespoke university. They are currently testing the waters by trying to channelize their online platforms so as to ensure that their technology will be able to handle more than 7,000 of its lectures. Online learning is the best method for now as proven however the universities should additionally ensure the staffing and students are well-protected while they are on campus. COVID-19 is a great amount of risk for individuals who are over the age of 60 however the traditionally aged students of universities are facing lower risks from that of the disease [5]. In a recent few weeks, it has come to light that the novel virus can be spreading really quickly in an area having a higher concentration of population with the university campuses being no exception to that rule. The administrators should be undertaking simple measures so as to prevent spreading of the virus on the campus. There should be a strict following of instructions in the form of education regards to the protocols which are appropriate for the washing of hands, covering of coughs and sneezes with elbows and self-isolation if someone is
experiencing a cold or flu-like symptom. The educators should also bring these guidelines to the awareness of the students who have been travelling extensively throughout their spring break and reminding those of who have spent time abroad in places that are greatly affected to be minding hygiene habits if at all it is safe to return to campus.

The students who have a disability are the ones who are affected the most since they are in the requirement of some specific support along with that of teaching tools which cannot always be available in the distance learning mode. The chairs of UNESCO at that of the University of Padua in Italy along with the University of Zagreb in Croatia have reported some specific actions that have been set in motion by the host institutes [6]. Ever since the rector has announced in regards to distance learning the e-learning Center within the centre for computing in the University of Zagreb has monitored and supported lectures implementing the guidelines of teaching courses online. Inclusive learning that is in the distant mode ensures that the lecturers have been called forth to be applying specific recommendations and instructions like that of the guidelines that have been developed by that of the Office for Students with Disabilities [7]. This office had been established in the year 2007 has the aim to give an equal opportunity to the students who by sheer dint of their illness, disability or impairment are facing difficulties in the fulfilment of their day-to-day academic obligations. The Inclusion Office of that of the bespoke university at Padua had sensitised all of the lectures that offer classes online to that of the student’s needs for the ones having a hearing disability that is the ones who would normally benefit from services of stenotypes. It has further been published on the website that there are specific guidelines on the ways of making tools for that of special teaching, such as PowerPoint presentations and videos that are accessible to the students with visual and hearing disabilities.

The endemic of Coronavirus has grown exponentially since the first phase of its outbreak all over the world. Doctors, technologists and researchers worldwide in collaboration with workers for healthcare have worked night and day for the developing of medicines and vaccines so as to treat and control the virus [8]. In light of the present situation, it is of utmost importance that people make adequate research on the topic
since SARS-CoV-2 is very lethal and infectious. The disease is highly contagious as people in even the most advanced countries are dying of the same [9]. This is an ideal opportunity for research to be conducted on the same, both practical and theory-based so that the virus is eradicated like the Spanish Flu of the 20th century. The cost involved is however very high and cannot be sustained by that of the wealthiest of nations. It has already come to light that several corporate houses and research laboratories that are large have been working as speedily as they can so that they are able to develop a vaccine or medicine for that of the preventing and the treatment of the same. Ever since The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared that the disease has reached pandemic levels on the 11th of March 2020, it has suddenly become very important to study and identify the areas of research made academically that can be affected by the disease.

Even after a lot of research scientists have not been able to identify the animal source of the agent that is infectious enough to cause a pandemic. It is also yet to be declared if the virus has a likeness with influenza and will recede with a change of seasons [10]. It may also be reemerging seasonally and the future global manifestations maybe even more virulent. Apart from that of development of the vaccine, the virus has also opened up avenues of research in the areas of therapy or medications [11,12]. There is also a specific need for Equipment and healthcare along with research on the lines of medication and therapy. Researches are also being thoroughly conducted on the norms of social distancing during the pandemic. The economic, environmental, sustainability, psychiatric sides are also being studies as well as monitored however most of the researches are based on the emerging of the new working culture alongside that of the workplace along with the revolution in the Information Technology or IT [13]. There are also other researches being made on the lines of online awareness workshops and that of capacity building, biological warfare, psychological issues, industry 4.0, the growing importance of having a life at home, global commerce and trade, chains of medical supply, Policies of Public Health. There is the requirement of immediate research for the sake of the revival rather that of the survival of the global economy. As of now, the topic is being embraced with a lot of jitters since it is a hefty and exacting topic [14].
2. Conclusion

The colleges and the universities are still yet to be implementing the changes to that of the campuses as a response to that of the massive outbreak of the coronavirus by taking cues from the others that have taken actions already as appropriate. They are expected to be analysing each step that has been taken by another educator so as to understanding it is working or not and in what ways to be effectively tackling any hiccups they may be facing along the way. The spreading of that of the disease is expected to be worsening even before they get better as the administrators should be taking quick actions for the safeguarding of the campuses along with the students preparing for closing that is imminent. The sector of higher education has withstood a lot of terrifying hurdles in the past along with tragic economic crises. In the world of rampant digitisation, colleges and universities are altogether better placed to be providing their students with easy access for the continuance of barrier-free studies online.
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